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Early in the 2000s, the investing world clearly entered a new
era in which alternative investing became the new, hot thing.
Although that much is clear, many are unaware why this new
phase began. The period between the 1920s and early 1980s
was dominated by individuals owning haphazard collections of
stocks. Theoretical guideposts to portfolio construction were
quite loose and the statistical understanding of risk and reward
was limited. Then, as the efficient market hypothesis took
hold, mutual funds ruled the 1980s and 1990s, and an
optimized mix of asset classes and specific holdings was the
favored recipe for success. That epoch ended during the
2000-2002 bear market, as investors embraced an even
stronger version of the efficient market hypothesis and yet
ironically sought a way to outmaneuver it. Specifically, they
increasingly turned toward passive management of stocks and
even bonds but added in “alternatives” as a way of juicing
returns while moderating volatility outside of the markets they
found highly efficient.
Fear undoubtedly played a key role in this most recent shift;
alternatives avoided the crushing losses that (large-cap) mutual
funds suffered in the tech wreck. Yet the rush to alternatives
was not simply an emotional reaction to losses. Investors
clearly now believe alternatives have three key benefits. First
and foremost, they think alternatives produce attractive overall
returns. Ultimately, of course, investing comes down to
compounding capital at a high rate relative to other options.
Second, the investing public believes alternatives boast a
strong, asymmetrical risk/reward tradeoff when compared to
the stock market. That is, although the perceived “upside” is
similar or even slightly lower, the apparent volatility, drawdowns and so forth look less daunting. Finally, we are in an era
when statisticians attribute the returns of a specific investment
to underlying connections to various efficient asset classes—
correlations, “beta” and similar metrics. With that in mind,
investments with low correlations to the efficient large-cap
stock market are highly prized.
Within the world of alternatives, the standout from our point
of view is private equity. Critically, private equity truly
embodies the word “alternative,” representing a substitute for
public markets. That is, hedge funds often deploy different
strategies than traditional long-only portfolios but ultimately
own stocks, bonds, and other publicly-traded securities;
commodities ultimately trade publicly but simply are not stocks
or bonds. Plus private equity’s gameplan sounds sensible and
straightforward.
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When a publicly-traded company is deeply out-of-favor,
mismanaged or both, the private equity specialist seeks to
purchase it and address its problems without the distractions
and short-term focus of the stock market. Finally, there is a
convincing amount of literature showing private equity does
have an attractive return profile versus large-cap markets.
Specifically, we point to the work done by University of
Chicago Professor Steven Kaplan and his collaborators. His
August 2005 Journal of Finance article “Private Equity
Performance: Returns, Persistence, and Capital Flows” and his
follow-up, “Private Equity Performance: What Do We Know?”,
use the same methodology—comparing private equity to
public equity returns. The most recent study uses the S&P 500
Index as a baseline to demonstrate that the available private
equity universe outperformed by more than 300 basis points
annually from 1984 through March 2011. Moreover, and
provocatively, Kaplan and his co-authors conclude private
equity outperforms the Russell 2000 Index similarly and the
Russell 2000 Value Index more modestly.1
Once the statistical case for private equity was established,
additional studies began to make the case for small-cap
equities, especially micro-caps, as an alternative to the private
equity alternative. The Brandes Institute’s Bruce Grantier
published the groundbreaking paper on the subject: “Is U.S.
Small Cap a Viable Alternative to U.S. Private Equity?” Chris
Tessin, Dennis Jensen, and Brian Stoner of Acuitas Investments
took the idea further, publishing “Active Microcap: A Liquid,
Transparent Private Equity Alternative.” While the former leans
more heavily on returns, the latter fuses a return argument
with a philosophical one.
Crucially, as Tessin and his co-authors point out, there are key
similarities between an active micro-cap strategy and a private
equity approach. Front and center, they present similarly
attractive long-term returns against the overall stock market.
On the chart below we show the average returns for microcap separate accounts in the eVestment database as well as the
Cambridge private equity index—versus the S&P 5002:
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In addition, both are making active—and typically highly
selective—choices within the available universes. Private equity
firms pick only a handful of companies to purchase within a
given year. Similarly, an active micro-cap manager, even one
with a portfolio of hundreds of stocks, is choosing not to invest
in the vast majority of more than 10,000 micro-cap stocks.
Also, micro-cap investing and private equity both involve
illiquidity. Private equity meets any generally accepted
definition of illiquidity, in so far as an investor cannot sell
expediently and has little control over the investment for large
periods of time. Micro-caps are generally seen as illiquid
because the stocks tend to trade rarely and in such small
amounts that they present challenges to an investor seeking to
sell or purchase in bulk. Finally, active micro-cap investors and
private equity investors are generally looking for similar
fundamental qualities, and so as noted especially by Acuitas,
they tend to travel in concert—with high correlations to each
other and similar calendar-year patterns.3
On the other hand, we agree with Acuitas that active microcap investing has clear advantages over private equity. For one,
active micro-cap equity portfolios are transparent and own
public equities that come with daily, market-based pricing.
Moreover, although micro-cap liquidity is not as great as that of
mega-caps, these securities are far more liquid than private
equity. The end investor does not have to commit capital for a
number of years as in a private equity deal, a very key
distinction. Plus in a long-only active microcap strategy, capital
is committed once; in private equity investing, the private
equity firm can call in extra capital. (Anecdotally, such capital
calls tend to come at inopportune times, such as when the
capital markets have taken a dive and many investors are
seeking safe havens.) Another nuance concerns the party on
the other side of a trade from the manager. In micro-cap
investing, as with other public equity investing, the manager
has the opportunity to buy shares from the most likely seller,
often someone with an emotional desire to exit—who will
often sell at a relatively low price. In contrast, private equity
deals necessarily include the least likely sellers, such as
company founders, families and others with non-economic
attachments to the business. Finally, and possibly most notably,
are the fees. Like other alternative managers, private equity
managers tend to charge not only an asset-based fee (often
2% or thereabouts) but take a share of profits. Active microcap managers typically only charge an asset fee—usually in the

1.25% range. Over time, the compounding effect of the much
lower asset fee—and the lack of profit participation—is huge.
Up to this point, we have made the case for generic active
micro-cap investing, but we believe our Ariel micro-cap value
portfolio presents an even more enticing option. Lead manager
David Maley and manager Ken Kuhrt are hard and fast in their
belief that companies with low debt and strong corporate
governance make the best investments. That is, financial
leverage and defective corporate governance can lead to the
quick ruin of smaller companies. Thus, the Ariel philosophy
actually turns private equity management on its head: their edge
is to go in and work on fixer-uppers, while we try to buy
companies with sturdy foundations that are “move-in ready.”
Similarly, the private equity craft traditionally uses significant
leverage of its own to make acquisitions: practitioners employ a
hefty amount of debt to purchase the company and use cash
flows to pay it down. Not only is this potentially dangerous
(financially), it also means they must select companies with
relatively high and sturdy cash flows. On the other hand, we are
able to use great flexibility in our work, ranging from high-cash
flow companies under a cloud to firms with relatively low cash
flows but considerable assets relative to their share prices. We
believe such opportunities are among the best bargains in the
equity world. Moreover, as noted at the beginning, alternatives
are generally prized for their differentiated returns—low
correlations—and ours have stood even further apart than
generic micro-cap stocks. Over the 10 years as of December
31, 2012, while the Russell Micro Cap Index has a sedate
r-squared of 82% with the S&P 500 Index, our product has a
very low r-squared of just 47%. Finally, we believe our overall
return profile suggests our managers are capable of significantly
above-average performance over the long term.
The search for an attractive alternative to typical public equity
and bond investments is understandable. Both on a
philosophical front as well as from the risk/return perspective,
the desire to outmaneuver the efficient market hypothesis has
merit. We believe although private equity has shown
considerable promise, a highly active micro-cap equity portfolio
represents an even more attractive alternative. Moreover, a
strategy emphasizing very small companies with strong
corporate governance and cautious finance structures (including
low debt) seems particularly attractive. We submit the Ariel
micro-cap value strategy has a firm philosophy, seasoned
management and a track record substantiating its benefits.
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Returns are as submitted; most are gross of fees although a minority are net returns.
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“Active Microcap: A Liquid, Transparent Private Equity Alternative.” Chris Tessin, Dennis Jensen and Brian Stoner, Acuitas Investments, August 2012.
Past performance does not guarantee future results. Investing in micro-cap stocks is more risky and more volatile than investing in large-cap stocks.
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Slow and steady wins the race.
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